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Abstract

We show that on a hypermap (a, o-) of genus 5 > 2, an automor-
phism ̂  is either of order o(^) = p(l+2ff/(p-l)) if (p, l+25/(p-l)) =
1 or o('0) < IpgKp - 1), where p is the smallest divisor of the or-
der of Aut^a^a). We also give bounds on | Aut{a, a) |, namely,
|A<a, CT)|<2p(ff-l)/(p-3)ifp^5, |A<ft, c7)|<15(ff-l)ifp=3;
thus, only when p = 2, the Hurwitz bound | Aut(a, a) \^ 84(g - 1) is
effective . We define p-Harvey hypermaps as hypermaps admitting an
automorphism of order p{l+2g/(p - 1)) (type I) or 2pg/(p-l) (type
II) and characterise them as p-elliptic hypermaps.

1 Introduction

On a compact Riemann surface of genus g > 1 the maximal order for an
automorphism is 4p + 2 (Wiman [Wi]). Harvey [Ha] generalized the result
by arithmetic methods to the following theorem:

Theorem 1. 1 Let S be a Riemann surface of genus g>ti, p be the smallest
divisor of Aut(a, a) and let ̂  be an automorphism ofS. Then :
i) either o(^) < p(l +2p/(p- 1)), if o(ip) = pm where p and m are coprime,
ii) or o(^) <: 2p5/(p - 1), in all the other cases.
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In this paper we first give an improvement of this result by showing
that it can be seen as a generalization of results concerning a restricted
type of surfaces: the so-called p-elliptic surfaces. These can be viewed as
p-sheeted coverings of the sphere, where p is a prime (see below, or [Be2]).
Our approach is combinatorial in nature; we represent a surface with a pair
of permutations (o:, cr) such that the group they generate is transitive; such a
pair is called a hypermap. Then Aut(S) becomes Aut(a, a) the centralizer of
the two permutations . As in the classical case, Machlproved that, for g >^1,
where g is the genus of the hypermap (see section 2). Using his technique we
prove a refinement of this result, namely that when Aut{a, a) is of odd order,
then | Aut(a, a) \< 15(g -1) ifp= 3 and | Aut{a, a) \< 2p(g - l)/(p - 3)
if p ^ 5 where p is the smallest divisor of | Au^(a, a) [ (Theorem 4. 2). This
fact will be needed in proving the following result, that generalizes Harvey's
theorem (see Theorem 4. 3):

In [Be2] we have generalized the notion of a hyperelliptic hypermap to
that of a p-elliptic hypermap: this is a hypermap admitting an automorphism
of prime order p such that it is normal in Auf(o', o') and fixes the maximum
of points that an element of order p can fix, that is 2 + 2g/(p - 1) (see below
for a detailed explanation).

It is then possible to demonstrate the following theorem:

Theorem 1. 2 Let (a, a) be a hypermap of genus g ~^2, p be the smallest
divisor of Aut (a, a) and let ̂ > be an automorphism of (a, o'). Then
i) either o('0) = jo(l + 2g/(p - 1)), w/iere p and 1 + 2^r/(p - 1) are coprime
and the quotient hypermap with respect to the subgroup of order p is planar,
ii) or o(^) < 2pg/(p - 1), in all the other cases.

As in the case of a Riemann surface, a hypermap is hyperelliptic if it
admits an involution <j) fixing 2^+2 points; This implies that <f> is central in
Aut{a, o-) (see [CoMa] p. 459). When p is fixed, both bounds are sharp since
they are reached on p-elliptic hypermaps for infinitly many g, as we already
showed in [Be4].

Kulkarni [Ku] defines a Wiman curve as Riemann surface which admits
automorphisms of order 4^+2 (type I) or 4:g (type II). Accordingly, we
define a Wiman hypermap as a hypermap admitting automorphisms of order
4^+2 (type I) or 4:g (type II). We then give the combinatorial equivalents
to Kulkarni's results:
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A Wiman hypermap of type I is hyperelliptic and its automorphism group
is exactly the cyclic group C^g+2 .

A Wiman hypermap of type II is hyperelliptic and its automorphism group
is exactly C^g or D^g(dihedral) except for g = 2 and g = 3.

Finally, we define a p-Harvey hypermap as hypermap admitting automor-
phisms of order p(l + 'igl{p - 1)) (type I) or 2p^/(p - 1) (type II). Of course,
Wiman hypermaps are just 2-Harvey hypermaps.

Now, Propositions 6. 6 and 6. 7 below show that these hypermaps admit
an automorphism of order p fixing 2+2g/(p - 1) points. Proposition 6.1
shows that such an automorphismis in the center of the p-Sylow subgroup
containing it. Proposition 6. 3 shows that such an automorphism generates a
subgroup which is normal in the whole group Aut(o:, o-), for p 7^ 3. Thus, for
p^3:

it A p-Harvey hypermap of type I is p-elliptic and its automorphism
group is exactly C'p(i+2s/(p-i)).

. A p-Harvey hypermap of type II is p-elliptic and its automorphism group
is exactly C-ipg/(p-i) or Z?2p3/(p-i)-

To help proving these results, we characterize the automorphisms of the
torus.

Finally, we recall a result which is well known in the theory of Riemann
surfaces: an automorphism of prime order cannot fix only one point. For a
proof of this in the case of hypermaps see [BiCo].

2 Hypermaps and automorphisms

For a general introduction to the theory of hypermaps see [CoMa]. In this
section we recall a few definitions and results that will be needed in the

sequel.

Definition 2. 1 A hypermap is a pair of permutations (o', o-) on B (the set of
brins) such that the group they generate is transitive on B. When a is a fixed
point free involution, (o;, o") is a map. The cycles of a, a anda~la are called
edges, vertices and faces, respectively; but if there specification in termes of
edges, vertices or faces is not needed, we will refer to them as points.
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Euler's formula gives the relationship between the numbers of cycles of
these three permutations:

z(a) + z(cr) + z(a~la) =n+2-2g

where n = card{B), g is a, non-negative integer, called the genus of (a, cr),
and where for any permutation 0, z(0) denotes the number of its cycles (cycles
of length 1 are included) (see [CoMa], p. 422). If ̂  = 0, then (o:, o-) is planar

Definition 2. 2 An automorphism <j) of a hypermap (o', cr) is a permutation
commuting with both a and a:

a^ = (}>a and a^ = <f)a .

Thus, the full automorphism group of (ec, a), denoted by Aut(a, cr), is
the centralizer in Sym(n) of the group generated by cr and a. A subgroup
G of Aut{a, a} is an automorphism group of (cr, a); the transitivity of (a, a)
implies that Aut(a, a) is semi-regular.

We denote by XeW the number of cycles of a permutation 0 fixed by an
automorphism <f> and by \[(}>) the total number of cycles of a, (T, and Q'-I(T
fixed by ^; o(^) will be the order of <?!>. If {a, a) is planar (^ = 0) then
^(^>) = 2 for all non trivial automorphisms ^>. Moreover, Aut(a, a) is one of
Cn (cy die), D^ (dihedral), A^ 84 and A^ (see [CoMa] p. 464). We shall need
this result later.

We now define an equivalence relation R on the set B.

Definition 2. 3 Let G be an automorphism group of the hypermap {0, 0-).
Two brins 61 and 63 are equivalent, b^Rb^, if they belong to the same orbit of
G.

This leads to the following definition.

Definition 2. 4 The quotient hypermap (a, o:) of (a ̂ a) with respect to an
automorphism group G, is a pair of permutations (a, a) acting on the set ~B,
where B = B/R and a, a are the permutations induced by a and a on ~B.
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The following Riemann-Hurwitz formula relates the genus 7 of (a, a} to
the genus g of (o', o-) (see clteMa):

{RH1) 2g-2 = card(G)(2-f - 2) + ^ xW .
<f>eG-{id}

It follows that 7 < 5. In case G> is a cyclic group, G =< <^ >, (RH1) becomes

(RH2)
o(^)-l

2g-2=card{G)^-2)+ ^ xW
1=1

As mentioned above one can prove that forg > 2 | Aut{a, cr) |^ 84($r - 1).
If (f) is an automorphism of order m, then, for all integers i, ̂ (^>) < x{<f)t)^

and when m and i are coprime ^(<^) = x(<?(> ).
Let (o, cr) be a hypermap, G an automorphism group of (ec, <7) and let

(a, a) be the quotient hypermap of (o, o-) with respect to G. The proof of the
following results can be found in [Be3]. For any element ̂  in the normalizer of
G' in Aut{a, o-), the permutation ^, defined as ^ = ^/Gl, is an automorphism

of {a, a}. The two following operations on (cr, a) are equivalent:
(i) quotienting (a, a) first by G and then by ^
(il) quotienting (o', o-) by < G, ^ >.

Definition 2. 5 The permutation ̂  is called the projection of ̂  on (a, a). IVe
also say tp induces ip on (a, o:).

We consider now the case in which an automorphism (f) of prime order p
is normal < '0, <?!>>, where ^ is any element of Aut(a, a).

Proposition 2. 6 Let ip commute with <f>.
i) If ip is of order m where p and m are coprime, then

xWp=xW+{p-^xW)-

ii) If ̂  is of order pn, p and n coprime, and <f) belong to <-^ >, then

xWp=xW+{p-^xW-

^
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iii) Iftj} is of order pm n, m > 1, p and n coprime, and (f) belong to < ip >,IZ1

then

xW=xW-

iv) If ̂ > is of order pm, m being any integer, and <f> does not belong to
< tp >, then

and

xWp = E xW)
«=0

)('(^^t) = 0(moc? p).

v) //V' does not commute with <^>, then

xW =xW-

In the classical theory of Riemann surfaces, a hyperelliptic surface 5 is a
surface admitting an involution which is central in Aut(S) and fixes 2+25'
points. This notion applies to hypermaps [CoMa]. In the next definition we
consider automorphlsms of prime order p to generalize the idea of hyperel-
lipicity.

Definition 2. 7 A hypermap {a, a) of genus g > 1 is said to be p-elliptic if
it admits an automorphism (f) of prime order p such that:

(1) the quotient hypermap (a, ^) with respect to <j) is planar,
(2) < (/) > is normal in Aut(a, cr).

Remark 2. 8 This definition is equivalent to that given in section 1

Since an automorphism on the sphere fixes exactly 2 points, an automor-
phism .0 on a p-elliptic hypermap of genus g fixes ̂ (V>) = 0, l, 2, p, p + l, 2p
or 2 + 2^/(p - 1) points. It is a consequence of Proposition 2. 6 together with
the fact that a planar automorphism fixes exactly 2 points (see [Be4]).

Proposition 2. 9 Let (cc, cr) be a hypermap and G an automorphism group;
let N(G) be the normalizer of G in Aut{a, cr) and t > 0 the number of points
fixed by non trivial elements of G. Then there exists a homomorphism h from
N(G) to St and whose kernel is a cyclic group.
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We remark that when G =< (f) >, then the image of/i is contained in
^xW-

For complete proofs of these results see [Be3j.

Theorem 2. 10 Let (o', o-) be a p-elliptic hypermap and let tf) be an auto-
morphism of (a, a). Then either 0(1, ') = p(l + ^g/(p - 1)), where p and
1 + 25f/(p - 1) are coprime, or o(^) < 2pg/(p - 1).

Theorem 2. 11 Let (a', o-) be ap-elliptic hypermap. Then Aut(a, a} is either
Cpn (cyclic) where n is a divisor of 1 + 2g/{p - 1); Cpn or Dpn (dihedral)
where n is a divisor of2g/(p - 1); a semi-direct product of either Cn or a
lifting of Dn by Cp, where n is a divisor of2+2g/(p- 1); or is of order l2p,
24p or 60p (extentions of A^, 84, A^ respectively).

Corollary 2. 12 Let (o', o-) be a hyperelliptic hypermap. Then Aut{a, a') is
either C-^n where n is a divisor of2g+l, C^n or D^n where n is a divisor of
2$r; Cn X C'2 or an extention of Dn by C-z, where n is a divisor of2g + 2; or
Aut(a, a) is of order 24:, 48 or 120 (liftings of A^, 84, As respectively).

Proposition 2. 13 Let (o', o") be a hypermap of genus g > 1 such that there
exists an automorphism (f> of prime order 2^+1. Then, except for the case
g = 3 and Aut(a, a) = PSL^Zr) (the simple group of order 168), (a, a) is
a {2g + l)-elliptic hypermap.

Proposition 2. 14 Let {ot, cr) be a hypermap of genus g > 30 such that there
exist an automorphism (f) of prime order g+1. Then (ec, 0') is a (g+l)-elliptic
hypermap.

Corollary 2. 15 Let [a, a) be a hypermap of genus g = 2. Then Aut{a, cr)
is either 1 or C^, or else (o:, <7) is 5-elliptic, 3-elliptic or hyperelliptic.

3 Automorphisms of the torus

Proposition 3. 1 Let (o', o-) be a hypermap of genus 1 and ̂  an automor-
phism. Then only two cases can happen:

i) either t^> fixes nothing and neither does any non trival power of i^.
ii) or -^ fixes at least one point and then ^ is of order 2, 3, 4 or 6 with

4, 3, 2 or 1 fixed points respectively.
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4 Bounds on automorphism groups orders
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula , we know that if a hypermap (a, a) of
genus g >1 admits an automorphism group G such that the quotient hyper-
map with respect to it is 7 > 1, then \G \^ g -1;

We now give a bound when 7 == 1.

Theorem 4. 1 Let (a, o-) be a hypermap of genus g>l and G an automor-
phism group such that the quotient hypermap with respect to it is of genus
7=1 then:

\G 1^ ̂ (ff - 1) where p is the smallest prime that divides the order of
Aut(a, a).

In the next theorem we show that if Aut{a, a) is of odd order, then in
the Hurwitz bound 84(^ - 1), 84 can be replaced by 15 if | Aut(a, a)
dividable by 3 and ̂  if its smallest divisor p > 5.

IS

Theorem 4. 2 Let (o', o-) 6e a hypermap of genus g> 1, G an automorphism
group such that the quotient hypermap with respect to it is of genus 7=0
and p the smallest prime that divides the order of Aut(a, a). Then:

IfP>5\G\<^(g-l)
Ifp=^, I G'|< 15(^-1)
If p =2, we have the Hurwitz bound \G \<, 84(^ - 1)

The following improvement of Harvey's theorem can now be obtained:

Theorem 4. 3 Let (a, a) be a hypermap of genus g >2, p be the smallest
divisor ofAut{a, a) and let ̂  be an automorphismof (a, a). Then either
i) oW =p(l + 2g/(p - 1)), where p and 1 + 2g/{p - lj are coprime and the
quotient hypermap with respect to the subgroup of order p is planar,
n; oroW <2pg/{p-l).

5 Wiman hypermaps

Definition 5. 1 A Wiman hypermap, is a hypermap of genus g>2 admit-
ting an automorphism of order 4^+2 (type I) or an automorphism of order
4^ (type II).
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Theorem 5. 2 Let (a', cr) 6e a Wiman hypermap of type I; then (o', <7) is
hyperelliptic and Aut[a, (T) =  '454-2.

Theorem 5.3 Let (o;, cr) be a Wiman hypermap of type II. Then, two cases
may occur:

i){a, cr) is hyperelliptic and Aut(a, a) = C^g, D^g, or \ Aut{a^a~} |= 48,
an extention of 84 by C^ and g = 2.

ii) (a, a) zs nof hyperelliptic then g = 3 and Aut(a, (r) =  '12 or
I Auf(a, (T)|=48.

6 Harvey hypermaps

We recall that a normal subgroup of order p in a p-group it contained in the
center of the p-group.

Proposition 6. 1 Let {a, a) be a hypermap of genus g >2, p a prime divid-
ing the order of Aut(a, cr), and V a p-group. Let (f> ̂ . P be an automorphism
of prime order p such that \(^>) = 2 + 2g/(p - 1). Then <f> is in the center of
p.

Corollary 6. 2 Let (a, a) be a hypermap of genus g >2 and G a nilpotent
automorphism group. Let (f> ̂ . G be an automorphism of prime order p such
that ̂ (<^>) = 2+ 2g/(p - 1). Then (j> is in the center of G.

Theorem 6. 3 Let (a, o-) be a hypermap of genus g>^2, p^ 3 the smallest
prime dividing the order of Aut (a, a]. Let <f) be an automorphism of order p
such that-)(((f)) = 2+2g/(p-l). Then (ec, a) is p-elliptic for the automorphism
<f>.

Definition 6.4 A p-Harvey hypermap, is a hypermap of genus g >2 admit-
ting an automorphism of order p{l+2g/(p-l)} (type I) or an automorphism
of order 2pg / {p-1) (type II) where p is the smallest prime dividing the order
of Aut(a, a).

Remark 6.5 A Wiman hypermap is a 2-Harvey hypermap.

Theorem 6. 6 Let (a, a) be a p-Harvey hypermap of type I where p 7^ 3.
Then (a, a) is p-elliptic and Aut{a, a-) = C'p(i+23/(p-i)).

^..
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Proposition 6. 7 A p-Harvey hypermap of type II admits an automorphism
of order p fixing 2 + 2g/(p - 1) points.

Theorem 6. 8 A p-Harvey hypermap of type II where p -^ 3 is p-elliptic and
Aut(a, a) = ^/(p-i) or D^pg/(p_i),
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